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Nixing obstacles: How Terminix 
captured $7M sales in 9 months

INDUSTRY Pest control

WEBSITE terminix.com

LOCATION United States, Canada, 
United Kingdom

Intro  

Terminix Digital Operations Manager Fabiola 
(or Fabi, for short) Leyva nixed costly 
outbound call challenges, mitigated COVID-19 
restrictions, and took control of seasonal 
fluctuations with Quiq outbound notification 
(OBN) strategies. The results? Enormous cost 
savings, greater efficiencies—and an ROI 
swarming in $7 million worth of sales.

Challenge 

Internal teams under Fabi’s leadership at 
Terminix couldn't quite figure out how to best 
manage seasonal peaks or COVID-related 
barriers. Plus, they were spending too much 
money on outbound calls and not adequately 
tracking customer data. Fabi and her team 
needed a solution that would cut costs, meet 
customers in their preferred channels, drive 
internal efficiencies—and prove no pandemic 
could bring down these pest control pros.

http://quiq.com
http://www.terminix.com
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Tired of ineffective and costly outbound 
calls, Fabi made a pesky-less pivot. 

Terminix Digital Operations Manager Fabi Leyva knows her way around a pesky situation, or 
more specifically, how to manage a leading global company like Terminix, which handles 50,000 
customer requests per day, 365 days a year.  

She’s in charge of improving systems that increase efficiencies internally to improve the 
customer experience and sales process at Terminix, a global leader in pest control with 
locations in the US, UK, and Canada. 

“As a leader in data, analytics and reporting for customer success at Terminix, I’ve really gotten 
to know very granular performance stats that help the company see what’s working and what 
needs to be worked on,” Fabi said. “I also get to set up new teams so they can help our 
customers more effectively and efficiently.” 

A Terminix employee since 2014, she started as a front-line customer success staffer and 
moved her way up to managing teams, projects, and programs. 

Because of her tenure and experience at Terminix, Fabi also knows that pests don’t take 
seasonal vacations, nor do they quarantine during global pandemics. She also happens to be 
the ideal person to mitigate challenges related to outbound customer service. 

Fabi and the Terminix team have always done a great job serving customers, but they found 
themselves needing a better way to handle outbound calls, a rather antiquated—and expensive
—way to manage the customer experience.

“Quiq gave us capabilities and flexibility
—while seeing an amazing ROI we never 
thought possible.”

Fabiola Leyva 
Digital Operations Manager at Terminix

http://quiq.com
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Plus, during the crux of the pandemic, Fabi knew the company had to figure out how to serve 
customers in need of pest control while keeping everyone as safe and healthy as possible.  

With safety tantamount to Terminix during the pandemic, efforts went far beyond masks and 
other personal protective gear—and into the realm of assistive technology.  

The company sought out a custom outbound notification (OBN) strategy that included sending 
customers appointment reminders and internal teams data about upcoming jobs, to name a few 
functions.  

“We were really looking for another way to reach customers through our COVID season, which 
was the first reason we reached out to Quiq,” Fabi said. “But then we realized this was more 
than just moving everyone home during the pandemic to work safely. This was going to help a 
lot of areas of what we do.” 

The results were beyond astounding.

Asynchronous messaging
Customers determine when, 
how and how much they 
want to communicate with 
Terminix agents.

Text Message 
Fri, Sep 21, 3:59 PM

Yes

Hi Lesley. Thank you for being a 
valued Terminix customer. It is 
time for your inspection…

Terminix now

Today, 11:14 AM

http://quiq.com
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Calling the Quiq OBN swat team. 

Like many contact centers in 2020, Terminix suddenly found themselves picking up agents and 
moving them to work from home to manage service and inbound calls. It was a big shift in the 
way the company operated, but it turned out to be beneficial, thanks to OBN and SMS. 

Fortunately, Quiq’s proactive, intuitive platform worked by serving customers with rich 
notifications, well-timed reminders, and the option to connect with a human agent for follow-up 
inquiries.  

Fabi said moving from traditional outbound calling to SMS really changed how field agents 
stayed in contact with customers, especially in the midst of the height of the pandemic. 

SMS reminders 

With help from Quiq’s custom OBN and SMS technology, Fabi and team built a system 
to mitigate repetitive calls to customers or potential customers. This asynchronous 
messaging strategy allowed customers to determine when, how and how much they 
wanted to communicate with Terminix agents. With the platform, Quiq bots could 
shoot messages on behalf of Terminix to thousands of customers at once, or they 
could customize messaging to a single person. 

Rich notifications 

Much like being served ads on social media, Quiq’s technology helped Terminix serve 
rich notifications right to customers’ phones where they boast a 100% open rate.  

Follow ups with human agents  

Quiq’s platform also allowed customers the option to connect right away with a human 
agent if they had a sales question or other concern. “The bot really helped us send 
and receive messages, and then our human agents could focus on other customer 
needs,” Fabi said.  

Recruitment 

Terminix also gleaned data that allowed them to recruit talent onto the team more 
efficiently using text updates to communicate with potential employees. Considering 
the nature of Terminix’s work, this saved time and budget on the recruitment side of 
business.

http://quiq.com
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Creating a little buzz company wide, Fabi 
takes asynchronous messaging to the 
masses. 

OBN helped Fabi’s team continue conversations with cool and warm leads using SMS, which 
allowed customers to respond on their own time. If the customers didn’t respond back in a 
certain time frame, Quiq’s inside technology would prompt human agents to follow up with 
phone calls, thus closing the loop on operational gaps that had existed long before COVID.  

Thanks to OBN, Fabi immediately tracked a huge reduction in outbound calling costs, improved 
efficiency, and more satisfied customers and employees.  

“The speed by which we were able to get information out to customers has been amazing,” Fabi 
said. “There’s been so much ease since we implemented Quiq.” 

With that success in place, Fabi helped teams focus on nurturing repeat customers and building 
new sales.  

“Another of our main goals was customer preference, which has evolved into a larger 
conversation on being more service focused than ever,” Fabi said. “That’s all because of Quiq.”

Quiq bots shoot messages to thousands 
of customers at once, or they could 
customize messaging to a single person.

Customers can connect with a human agent 
if they have a sales question or other concern.

Chatbot Customers Agents

Outbound notification (OBN) strategy

http://quiq.com
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Outbound progress, inside success. 

Fabi’s new system also quickly generated lots of buzz internally because contact center 
employees had more time and sales teams had more resources.  

In all, it took just five agents and Quiq integration to achieve $7 million in ROI. 

Customer success teams found themselves being able to text CS agents to offer extra hours 
during peak business season, which mitigated the risk of not having anyone available for a 
service call. 

In turn, field technicians could reduce the number of appointments reschedule requests by 
confirming customer appointments beforehand. This field agent support has helped all 
employees communicate with more clarity and efficiency than ever before.  

Soon, Terminix migrated their old webchat channel to Quiq, not only to simplify their tech stack, 
but also because of the platform’s ability to manage so many aspects of outbound messaging 
and internal communication.  

“The agents also really like working with the Quiq platform because the process is clearcut and 
easy to manage. Plus, all the agents who started working with Quiq when we introduced it two 
years ago are still working with us and enjoying what they do. They’re comfortable with the 
metrics and timers, wrapping up conversations, and their overall workflow.” 

Fabi also said that there’s a clear demarcation between an agent role, manager role and admin 
role, so responsibilities are routed to the appropriate internal team member faster than ever.

$7M
5 agents Quiq integration

In ROI

http://quiq.com
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Fabi’s results are off the charts. 

The data is astounding: $7 million ROI in just nine short months—during a pandemic, no less. 

Other ways Terminix has created greater ease in daily operations using OBN is by creating a 
dedicated team that works entirely inside the Quiq platform. For example, Quiq now allows 
Terminix to examine business cases with reporting agent metrics, all while building an easier 
flow of how the application runs with different roles.  

“The agent experience under the Quiq platform is amazing. We have agents that only work in 
Quiq which has driven great performance internally,” Fabi said.  

What it comes down to is this: a longstanding international company focused on service now 
has the ability to serve better than before, and in surprisingly delightful ways. 

Quiq enabled Terminix to: 

• Produce cross-sale ROI opportunities worth $7 million between April 2021 and 
December 2021 

• Reduce employment candidate assessment duration by one-half a day to 
improve the hiring process 

• Increase staffing efficiencies using SMS appointment reminders and reduce the 
cost of outbound calls

http://quiq.com
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What’s next for Fabi and Terminix? 

Still managing agents, supervising teams, setting up operations and planning a dedicated Quiq 
team, Fabi certainly keeps herself busy.  

“We’re going to start tackling ways we can use OBN to get opt-in from customers. Typically, this 
process has been difficult because there are so many reasons customers call us,” Fabi said. “But 
we’re ready now that we have Quiq.” 

One interesting area is the Proposed Not Sold (PNS) category, that enables Quiq SMS 
technology to follow up with potential customers after they’ve had a conversation with a human 
agent. “We want to have a bot send the proposed customer a follow-up text to thank them for 
contacting Terminix and really keep the conversation going,” Fabi said. “And then if they don’t 
engage on text at all, we’ll send it back to our agents to follow up later on.” 

“I really want to grow Quiq throughout Terminix because we’ve learned how user-friendly and 
efficient it can be,” Fabi said. “We really want to re-enter the space of customer service using 
Quiq.” She’s already got some outside sales representatives and field inspectors using the Quiq 
platform to manage their accounts and communications. So far, so good! 

Implementation is the name of the game for Terminix in the coming months, and we are so 
excited to not only see so much quick success, but also to witness other great achievements 
really soon. Congratulations, Fabi and the Terminix team!

http://quiq.com

